“Clearly it’s a poke at something the media can’t stop talking
about,” Bure says.
“I think all of us were a little
disappointed that they chose not
to participate, but none of us are
upset about it,” she says. “We understand where they are in their
lives as far as not being actresses
anymore — but if they decide to
change their minds, we will welcome them with open arms.”
Bure, who has been juggling
her duties as the lone conservative voice on “The View” in New
York with ilming “Fuller House”
in Los Angeles believes that the
female-skewing focus of “Fuller
House” makes it feel a little
“smarter” than its predecessor.
“There’s a different energy to
it, but we’re hoping everyone is
going to love it,” she says.

BY JEANETTE SETTEMBRE
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The outdoor asado at Entre Cielos is a lush
expanse of lavor, where they grill meat
(lots of meat) and have a loft overlooking
the vineyard of Malbec vines.

’ve never eaten so much meat in my life.
Think beautiful blood sausage, succulent sweetbread, crisp chorizo and rib roast tender enough to
make your taste buds tango.
I was in Argentina, where the average person consumes at least a pound of meat per day. My appetite was
ready to assimilate to the gaucho grilling lifestyle. So
for 10 days straight, I devoured red meat and guzzled
red wine — Malbec, of course — during my grape escape
through Mendoza, Buenos Aires and Patagonia.
I started out in Mendoza, located in the western central part of Argentina in the Cuyo region. And I celebrated my irst night with a sunset asado at my hotel, Entre
Cielos, a luxury boutique hotel in the Mendoza countryside overlooking Malbec vines and the Andes mountains.
An asado (which can be booked for $85 at the hotel
on Wednesdays and Sundays at entrecielos.com) is an
Argentine tradition where families and friends gather outside
to barbecue. Also known as a parrillada (mixed grill), almost
every part of the animal is cooked. Our chef lung spicy pork
and beef sausages, chinchulines (small intestines), tripa gorda
(large intestines), rinones (kidneys) and mollejas (sweetbread,
the thymus gland and the pancreas) onto the grill. If intestines aren’t your thing, there’s also plenty of chicken, ribs and
baked potatoes to go around.
The meat is cooked slowly to retain all of its natural juices.
There’s so much natural lavor in the beef that you won’t want
to use any steak sauce. That’s because cows in Argentina are
raised in the Pampas, the lat, fertile lowlands in the heart of
Argentina, where the grass is so rich that cows don’t need to
be corn fed. You may ind your meat accompanied by spicy
green chimichurri sauce to add a little kick.

I

After 30 years,
“Fuller House”
brings classic
comedy into
the modern age
WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

9:01 p.m. (Ch. 2) Mom The

9:01 p.m. (Ch. 5) Hell’s Kitchen The series’ former sous

new episode “Sticky Hands
and a Walk on the
Wild Side” has a
particularly literal
title, since it involves Christy and
Bonnie (Anna Faris,
Allison Janney) getting their hands dirty
as they try to transport
a certain something over the
Canadian border.

chef, Andi Van Willigan, returns on a personal mission in the new episode
“11 Chefs Compete.”
She’s getting married,
and the teams have to
prepare six dishes for
her wedding reception.
The winners get to go ziplining in Las Vegas and spend a
lavish night at Caesars Palace.

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

10 p.m. (Ch. 13)
American Masters The

10 p.m. (OWN) 2016 Essence
Black Women in Hollywood
Awards This new special takes

singer-pianist whose hits
included “Ain’t That a
Shame” and “Blueberry Hill” — and
whose crossover
success had a big
social impact — is
recalled in the new
offering “Fats Domino
and the Birth of Rock ’n’
Roll.”

viewers behind the scenes of
this year’s ceremonies at the
Beverly Wilshire Hotel in
Beverly Hills, Calif., honoring
exceptional work by AfricanAmerican women in film and
television. Honorees include
Tracee Ellis Ross (“black-ish”),
actress-director Debbie Allen and
entertainment attorney Nina Shaw.
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Miller, the show was championed
by John Stamos, who rode his role
as Uncle Jesse Tanner to fame.
The cast members who chose
not to participate are the Olsen
twins, Mary Kate and Ashley — a
pair who owe their careers to
the corny program where they
shared the part of youngest sister, Michelle.
They have said they passed on
the project because they are now
only focusing on their careers as
fashion designers and haven’t
been actors in years.
They’re absence does not go
unnoticed.
In the irst episode of “Fuller
House” the entire cast glares
into the camera when Michelle’s
absence is explained because she
is “focused on her fashion career
in New York.”

Verizon FiOS

show is designed to bring a family
together, which was what ‘Full
House’ did almost 30 years ago,”
says Bure.
“We’re hoping to bring that
lavor back because a lot
of us from that generation remember
watching TV together as a family and
I think that’s what’s
missing today.”
“It’s the same formula that the original
show had and it still
works because ‘Full
House’ has never gone
away,” she says, noting its cable success.
Along with the original creators, Robert Boyett and Thomas

RCN NYC

edgier than in the past to survive.
The answer is usually to pack the
programs with sexual innuendos
and coarse subject
matter.
Netlix on the
other hand — a
high-proile
subscription
service where
ratings don’t
matter — is a
perfect it.
“It is kind of
wild that there
isn’t a show like
it on television
anymore,” Bure
says.
“Back in the day shows like this
were the norm for sitcoms,” she
says, noting how so many
comedies on network TV
are single camera, laughtrack free affairs.
“Younger kids aren’t
really used to this style
(of programming). This
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Trump loves his
‘Morning Joke’

BY DON KAPLAN
TV EDITOR

I

t’s always nice to see old
friends and family, even when
they might be as cheesy as a
bag of snack food.
So it’s safe to say that
binge-watching “Fuller House”
— the new revival of the ’90s sitcom about a big, blended family
that lives in San Francisco — is
like gorging on chedder-infused
comfort food: tasty, familiar and
about as illing as a bag of cheese
doodles.
And that’s OK because even the
people on the show understand
how silly it is — and break the
fourth wall occasionally to show
they are in on the joke.
“It’s fun to make fun of yourself
or make fun of the show,” says
Candace Cameron Bure, who returns to play D.J. Tanner, the role
that brought her fame and fortune
as a child star.
“We get it, we’re not taking this

Hey, Joe Scarborough
(above), why go so easy
on blowhard billionaire?
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Candace Cameron
Bure (below and r.
with, Elias Harger),
stars in “Fuller
House” (below). John
Stamos and Dave
Coulier (inset (above
r.) also are on board.

DON
KAPLAN

19

Writer Jeanette Settembre
found that tasty empanadas
(l.) are a staple anytime
friends gather for a meal.

Food is the main attraction
at any asado, but the communal
camaraderie mixed with cooking is what really ignites this
lively affair. We started by making empanadas for appetizers —
a half-moon shaped piping hot
pocket of beef, onion and sometimes eggs. We stuffed and folded the dough pinching the edges
to seal them shut before our chef
grilled them to perfection. Some
varieties are fried and contain
ham, cheese, ish, chicken or
spinach. You can tell what illing
is inside your empanada by the
pattern added to the pastry fold.
Nothing goes better with red
meat than Malbec, the grape
variety that’s prominent in Mendoza. The wine region sprawls
more than 356,000 acres with
more than 1,500 wineries that

produce nearly two-thirds of the
country’s wine. So naturally, I
stayed at a boutique wine hotel.
Entre Cielos — which means
“between the skies” — is a 20acre property with an elevated
loft in the middle of the vineyard
ideal for stargazing. In addition
to Malbec, the property produces two other wines under its
brand Marantal, including a sauvignon blanc and chardonnay.
And at this hotel, you can
have your wine, and bathe in
it, too. The main attraction at
Entre Cielos is its relaxing spa
and hamam; a Turkish bath that
features steam, sauna and water
treatments. Enjoy the Beneath
the Grapes treatment ($80); a
combination of a steam bath,
grape seed exfoliation, a wine
bath from grape extracts and a

relaxation hot stone massage
— all with wine in hand, if you
choose.
After a little rest and relaxation, my journey continued 600
miles east to Buenos Aires, Argentina’s bustling capital.
There, I ate at the 12-seat
restaurant, Patagonia Sur, in
the home of gaucho grill master Francis Mallmann in the
neighborhood of La Boca. The
renowned Argentine chef is
known for cooking outside over
roaring ires in adventurous
places like the remote woods of
Uruguay, beneath the Andes, below the Eiffel Tower and under
the Brooklyn Bridge.
At Patagonia Sur (for reservations, visit restaurantepatagoniasur.com), meat is overdone
to the point of being practically

burnt, vegetables have the
perfect char and there are
always crispy baked potatoes. We sipped Campari
cocktails in Mallmann’s
red-painted living room that
was illed with poetry books.
Mallmann — who happened to
cook for Katy Perry two nights
before I ate at his restaurant —
is known to recite a few lines
at dinner if he’s around. The
menu changes seasonally
and features six courses
for around $190 per
person, not including alcohol. During
a spring visit (fall in
New York) to the spot,
we enjoyed beet soup,
crab humita, sole and
rib eye steak.
Continued on next page

Call

1-888-332-8565
to book today!
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Joe.”
But Scarborough is no
stranger to playing political
games that can result in access
to the rich and powerful – he
was once a congressman.
•••••
NBC has announced some
details about its planned live
telecast of “Hairspray.” But the
network is going to have a hard
time beating expectations in the
wake of Fox’s groundbreaking
“Grease: Live!” telecast last
month.
Director
Kenny Leon,
choreographer
Jerry Mitchell
and script adaptor Harvey FierTV EDITOR
stein are joining
the musical’s
original “Hairspray” songwriters Marc Shaiman and Scott
Wittman for the Dec. 7 broadcast. But there will be plenty of
comparison’s to Fox’s recent
take on live theater — along
with the network’s plans to
produce “The Passion” and “The
Rocky Horror Picture Show.”
As Daily News theater critic Joe
Dziemanowicz rightly noted,
Fox pulled out all the stops for
“Grease: Live!” The success created a whole new kind of program. Dziemanowicz dubbed
the format the “tubesical” — a
mashup of a Broadway musical
and a television show.
•••••
How sad it is to
hear about genius
Harvey
“NYPD Blue” creFierstein ator David Milch
in "Hair- and his money
spray."
woes.
Milch, 70, won
four Emmy awards
in the 1990s for
his gritty, groundbreaking cop show.
Now he’s allegedly
$17 million in debt to the IRS
after losing his $100 million fortune on gambling, according to
a lawsuit iled by his wife Rita.
She is suing the couple’s business managers for $25 million
for not revealing Milch’s extreme debt to her until 2011.

“This is why ‘Full House’ has
stood the test of time,” says Bure.
“It’s classic,” she says comparing
the continuing popularity of “Full
House” with the timelessness
of “I Love Lucy” and “The Brady
Bunch.”
“I can watch those episodes
with my kids over and over again
– fun, laughable comedy is always
enjoyable. When you don’t have
to worry about content, as far as
your kids are concerned, that’s
when parents can relax. Sure, it’s
a little silly, but it’s something that
you can all enjoy together.”
And that’s probably why a retro
sitcom like “Fuller House” would
probably never work
in today’s primetime network TV
environment
where most
modern
comedies
need
to be
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SUNDAY
9 p.m. (Ch. 4) Must See
TV: An All-Star Tribute
to James Burrows One
of the most esteemed
directors of sitcoms is
saluted by stars of many
shows he’s guided.

Book an ocean view or above by Feb. 29 and choose
two FREE offers, or book a full suite and get all four!

MONDAY

TUESDAY

8 p.m. (Ch. 5) The XFiles The limited-run

8 p.m. (Ch. 11) The
Flash Two characters

revival of the series ends
with “My Struggle II,”
written and directed
by the show’s creator,
Chris Carter. When a
mass illness befalls
America and sets off
a nationwide panic,
Scully (Gillian Anderson) becomes the key
to solving the crisis.

— and actors — from
“Arrow” cross over in
the new episode “King
Shark,” as Diggle and
Lila (David Ramsey, Audrey Marie Anderson)
come to Central City to
alert Barry (Grant Gustin) to the sinister King
Shark’s escape.

CRUISE DEALS FROM NEW YORK CITY

7-Night Bermuda
from $599* pp.

7-Night Bahamas
from $569* pp.

7-Night Canada/NE
from $654* pp.
(REQUIRES RETURN FLIGHT)

10-Night Caribbean
from $699* pp.

Visit www.DirectLineCruises.com/dailynews
for a special BONUS cruise offer available to Daily News subscribers.

Travel Insurance Included with sailings 5-nights or longer.

Call toll-free for a FREE Brochure & Reservations

1-888-332-8565

* Rates & onboard credits shown above apply to select sailings and are subject to availability. Gov’t. taxes and fees are additional.
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aybe MSNBC host
Joe Scarborough is
gunning for a cabinet post in a Donald
Trump inhabited
White House. How else to explain the love-fest Scarborough
and his “Morning Joe” co-host
Mika Brzezinski presented last
week with Trump, failing to ask
the bloviating billionaire questions about his months-long
campaign of bigotry, dishonesty. Instead they seemed to
pander in the hastily scheduled event
that aired up
against a CNN
telecast that
featured the
rest of the GOP
ield.
Given the
warm and fuzzy atmosphere
it was more like a Trump infomercial in which the hosts did
not press Trump on his call for
a ban on Muslim immigrants,
his retweeted posts from white
supremacists or the time he
referred to Mexican immigrants
are “rapists.”
On Friday, Scarborough
whined that critics who
slammed the telecast, are just
“jealous” and said that when
he’s interviewed Trump at other
times on his morning show he
pushed the GOP candidate on
hot button issues. “We’ve asked
the tough questions about
Muslims, we’ve asked the tough
questions about
Mexicans,
we’ve asked the
tough questions
about John McCain, but (I) get
a sense from
people that if
you don’t stand
on top of him
with your knees
on his chest and
stab him in the side of the neck
until he bleeds out it’s never going to be enough.”
What Scarborough left out
is that that it was a different
audience watching in primetime
- one that is made up of people
who do not tune in to “Morning

too seriously and we know this all
can be a little saccharine-sweet
but that’s part of the joy of the
show — and always was.”
The entire 13-episode irst
season will be available on Feb.
26. Bure, 39, plays a widowed
mother of three young boys, her
sister Stephanie (Jodi Sweetin)
is a DJ who moves in to help raise
her nephews and D.J.’s best friend
Kimmy (Andrea Barber) is the
single mom of a teen daughter.
They move in to help out too,
and of course hilarity ensues.
It’s an inverse of the original
show in which three little girls
were raised by three guys and violin music would swell during group
hug scenes.
Somehow it all worked —
the show lasted from 1987
to 1995 and has been in
repeats on cable ever
since.
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GettinG there: Non-stop lights
from New York to Buenos Aires are
around $1,100 round-trip. You must
ly into Buenos Aires irst and take a
connecting light to Mendoza ($95).
From Buenos Aires to Villa La Angostura, lights are $130. Visit aerolineas.
com.ar.
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Stay:
in Mendoza: Entre Cielos Luxury Wine
Hotel & Spa. Rooms start at $280; entrecielos.com.

bruary
Sunday, Fe

in Buenos aires: CasaSur Art Hotel.
Rooms start at $197; casasurhotel.
com/arthotel/eng.
Buenos aires is a modern mecca for dancing and
dining. at right, Cafe tortoni, which has been
selling coffee and pastries since the 1800s. Below,
some of the spectacular scenery in Patagonia.
NEW RIDE SUMMER 2016
SKULL ISLAND: REIGN OF KONG℠

EXPECT

EPIC.

OPENING SUMMER 2016
LOEWS SAPPHIRE FALLS RESORT

BOOK

4+ NIGHTS
AND
GETA

150

$

HOTEL
DINING
CREDIT

Continued from previous page

I had never ridden a horse
without a helmet before and
there was no guardrail separating us from the Correntoso
Lake below us. It was exciting and unsettling to ascend
higher and higher up the Andes
mountains.
Breezing past towering emerald-colored trees,
the rocky path narrowed as I climbed off my horse
and hiked the rest of the way to the summit. Greeted
with a waterfall amid indigo and violet mountain
tops, I paused to take in the serenity of springtime in
Patagonia.
“Listen and enjoy the sound of nature,” our gaucho
advised, amid birds chirping, waves whipping and
wind shaking tree branches and leaves. When we got
to the top of the waterfall, our gaucho shared a sip
of yerba mate, an herbal tea made from caffeinated
leaves dried over a ire.
The beverage is more of a social custom in which
drinkers pass around the mug and savor it from a
communal straw. I was so in awe of the breathtaking
scenery, I didn’t care about germs.
When I returned to hectic and hyper-connected
New York City, and combed through souvenirs from
my trip, I appreciated the simplicity of the gaucho lifestyle in Argentina even more.
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The Netlix series
“Fuller House” is
packed with goofy
laughs the whole
clan and enjoy.
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Don’t be afraid to let loose in this magical city.
It’s almost impossible not to since La Boca is the
birthplace of the tango. Often referred to as a musical ode to working class immigrants in Argentina expressing feelings of loneliness and love, this
beautiful dance was developed in the mid-19th
century. The “Rojo Tango” show at the Faena Hotel is the best in the city. The intimate and lively
performance features a ive-piece orchestra, two
singers and four sensual dance partners telling
their stunning stories through movement.
The songs are in Spanish, but you don’t need to
understand the lyrics to feel the meaning. Enjoy
dinner and the show, or just come for drinks like
champagne and Malbec. (Tickets start at $290
per person at rojotango.
com).
If you really want to get
a irst person experience
of the dance, take a private
tango lesson (lavirutatango.com) like I did — in Nike
sneakers, not heels. It’s a
lot harder than it looks, but
once you stop staring at
your feet and move to the
rhythm of the music, you’ll
glide like a pro.
All that dancing calls for
some re-fueling. In Argentina, just about every sweet
treat is served with dulce de
leche, a milky, caramel-like
spread that’s excellent for
dipping churros in and commonly served in a crepe-like
pancake.
You’ll ind the best ones
at the popular tourist attraction Cafe Tortoni, a 158-year-old coffee shop, bar and
pastry shop on Avenida de Mayo. Opened by a French
immigrant, it’s one of the oldest cafes in Argentina
and once frequented by artistic types like painters,
writers and musicians. Be prepared to stand on a
wrap-around line, but it’s well worth the wait.
I continued south-west to Villa La Angostura,
Spanish for narrownes-ville, a tiny village south of
the Argentine province of Neuquen, on the northwest
shore of the Nahuel Huapi Lake. This quaint area in
the mountainous area of Patagonia is located halfway
between the cities of San Martin de los Andes and
Bariloche.
The town is pretty desolate, but people come for the
mountains and peace of mind. Conquer these views
on horseback. The air is so fresh and crisp that you
can’t help but savor deep breaths. Riders can embark
on a 3 1/2 hour tour for panoramic views of the Andes
mountains and lakes Nahuel Huapi and Correntoso
(Prices vary at laangostura.com).
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UniversalOrlando.com

*One (1) $150 credit per room. Credit applies to food and beverage (excluding alcohol) at Loews Sapphire Falls Resort
restaurants only, days/hours of operation may vary. $150 credit must be used in full during stay. Excludes gratuities and
applicable taxes. Offer is non-transferable and cannot be combined with any other offers, promotions, discounts or prior
purchases. Any unused portions of credit are non-transferable and non-refundable. Minimum of four (4) night stay required.
Promotional offer is valid for travel between 07/14/16 – 12/15/16. Offer must be booked by 05/31/16. No group rates or
other discounts apply. Blockout dates apply 11/23/16 – 11/26/16. Travel must be completed during promotional period(s).
Sapphire Falls Resort TM & © 2016 UCF Hotel Venture III. All Rights Reserved. Universal elements and all related indicia
TM & © 2016 Universal Studios. © 2016 Universal Orlando. All rights reserved. 1514460/DL

in Villa La angostura: Correntoso Lake
& River Hotel. Rooms start at $252;
correntoso.com.

JEANETTE SETTEMBRE

WHEN YOU STAY AT OUR NEWEST HOTEL

21, 2016

NETFLIX

With two jaw-dropping theme parks,
spectacular on-site resort hotels and one-ofa-kind dining and entertainment, Universal
Orlando® Resort is the epic vacation your
family really wants.
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